
From

To
Sent 332021 90441 AM
Subject Fwd System Hardening Status

Attachments 20201125 Tree Strike Modelingpptx

Get Outlook for iOS

From
Sent WednesdayMarch 3 2021 61844 AM
To
Subject FW System Hardening Status

CAUTION This email was sent from an EXTERNAL source Think before clicking links or

opening attachments
Looks like this was the ATS team Apologies for the confusion

From
Sent Tuesday March 2 2021 813 PM
To
Su rvv

FYI Tree strike documentation and Contacts

From

Subject EXTERNAL RE System Hardening Status

provides basic slides that we add to our documentation Attached

From

Sent Tuesd2v M2rch 2 2021 439 PM
Tc

Subject RE System Hardening Status
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The Tree Strike Model Review would be done bromthe ATS team I would invitf his

Manager as well to develop the appropriate media
Fire Rebuild we have this to document attached the design options

From

S1111111110111111
Subject RE System Hardening Status

CAUTION This email was sent from an EXTERNAL source Think before clicking links or

opirittachmentsHe

Wanted to reach out about 2 quick items

Tree Strike Model Review WGC Action Item The committee mainIsked for a walkthrough

of the model underpinning the tree strike analysis a few weeks ago and were hoping to close that action item

Could you refresh he name of that analysismodel And confirm who would be best to speak to that I

believe it was
Firerebuild Committee bypass Per the RG discussion last night regarding not bringing FRRB for

mitigation approval I think you said that you had a slide already built around the reasons for that decision

recommendation Is that something you could share and I can get it integrated into the materials for Thursday

From OPPIRIIIIMPIm
Sent Monday March 1 2021 246 PM
To

Subject System Hardening Status

Hey

Hope you guys had a good weekend I just wanted to touch base as we kick off the new week for a few items

Thursday Mitigation Review Im sure this is in process witlMteam already but a few ad hoc items

are in process as well

Idle Line Removal Status Update In process awaiting updated data from

Remote Grid Followup It looks like the grid innovation team already has some good content to present Ill

make sure they get the invite for Thursdays discussion unless you guys have a different plan

Other open items Weve got a few other action items remaining which we may be able to close out in the

near term ie on Thursday or there may also be capacity during the Friday meeting Let me know if any of
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these are items we can press this week or if I can help pull together materials or analysis

Open Action Item Economicfinancial total cost of ownership modeling followup with the Operational

Observer Team This has started to attract some attention because its been on the tracker for a bit

11202020
WGC Followup Bring the 3 proects resented 2252021 as `reuest for review back to the committee

tested against the decision tree to validate the mitigation

WGC Followup Develop a formal approach for to evaluate the on hold projects eg decision tree with

example projects My initial thought is that the team could still use the same decision tree for mitigation

selection but wed just need to formalize the selection criteria ie a continuous line segment of XX length

which falls about the 20 threshold Were still working on Palantir access right now but if we can get the data

restrictions lifted we may be able to take some of the load for targeting these segments

Again let me know if theres anything I can do to help out any of these Or if there are any other items that

youd like to get in front of the committee this week

Tharile

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged It is intended solely for the addressee

Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized If you are not the intended recipient any disclosure

copying distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited and may be

unlawful When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms

and conditions expressed in the governing KPMG client engagement letter

CAUTION This email originated from outside KPMG Do not click links open attachments or forward unless you

recognize the sender the senders email domain and you know the content is safe Forward suspicious emails as an

attachment to USKPMG SPAM Collection Mailbox spamKPMGcom

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged It is intended solely for the addressee

Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized If you are not the intended recipient any disclosure

copying distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited and may be

unlawful When addressed to our clients any opinions or advice contained in this email are subject to the terms

and conditions expressed in the governing KPMG client engagement letter
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